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AN INEQUALITY CONCERNING THE SMALLEST DISC
THAT CONTAINS THE SPECTRUM OF AN OPERATOR
GERHARD GARSKE
Abstract. Any bounded linear operator T on a Hubert space satisfies the inequality supn^M., {||7x||2 — |(7x, x)\2} > R?, where RT is the radius of the smallest disc
containing the spectrum of T. An example is given, which shows that we cannot
expect equality for Gx operators in general, contrary to a conjecture of Istrátescu.

1. For a bounded linear operator T on a Hubert space % let o(T) denote its
spectrum, r(T) its spectral radius, i.e. r(T) := sup{|À| \X G a(T)}, W(T) its
numerical range, and w(T) its numerical radius, i.e. w(T) := sup{|X| \X G W(T)}.

T is called normaloid, iff || T|| = r(T) = w(T), and transloid, iff T —XI is normaloid for each X G C. T is called convexoid, iff W(T) = conv a(T). (X denotes the
closure of the set X C C and conv X its convex hull.) T has the property Gx, iff

\\(T - a7)-'|| = \/d(X, a(T)) for each X G C \ a(T). (d(X, X) denotes the distance
between X and the set X C C.)
Björck and Thomée have shown [1] that normal operators have the property
sup {||7x||2-|(7x,x)|2}

= 7^,

(1)

li*ll-l
where RT is the radius of the smallest disc containing o(T). This equality and
especially the left side has a geometrical interpretation: For ||x|| = 1 we have

||7x||2 - 1(7*, x)|2 = || 7* - (Tx, x)x\\2,
and Tx — (Tx, x)x is the perpendicular from Tx to x. Hence for normal operators
RT is the supremum over the lengths of all such perpendiculars.
Istrátescu [3] has shown that this is also true for transloid operators. He noticed
that, in his proof, the proof of the inequality
sup

{||7x||2-|(7x,x)|2}

>7?2

(2)

11*11-1
only depends on properties, which, according to Hildebrandt [2], convexoid operators posses, too. So convexoid operators fulfill at least (2).
In this note we shall prove that (2) is valid for any bounded linear operator.
Istrájescu additionally conjectured that (1) is also valid for convexoid operators
and for operators with the property Gv Sheth [4] has shown that this is not true for
convexoid operators, and we will give an example of a Gx operator, which does not

fulfill (1).
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2. Theorem.

Any bounded linear operator T has the property (2).

Proof. If we apply to T a linear polynomial p: t h> at + ß (t, a, ß E C), then
the left side as well as the right side of (2) only change by the factor |a|. Therefore
we may confine ourselves to the case that the smallest disc containing a(T) is the
unit disc. Hence we have to show that there exists a sequence {wn} of unit vectors

such that
h^(\\Tw„\\2-\(Tw„,wn)\2)>

1.

n—»oo

The boundary of the unit disc and o( T) have in common either
(i) exactly two points k, X, or
(ii) at least three points k, X, p.
In each case, because of the minimality of the unit disc, we may choose them in
such a way that 0 is in their convex hull.
In case (i) we have k = -X.
In case (ii) there exist three complex numbers k, l, m such that
\k\2 + \l\2 + \m\2 = 1 and \k\\ + \l\2X + \m\2¡x= 0.
(3)
Moreover at least two of them, say k and /, cannot vanish. The arguments will be
chosen later.
Since k, X, and p lie on the boundary of a(T), they belong to the approximate
point spectrum. Hence there exist sequences of unit vectors {*„}, { v„}, {z„} such
that

Txn = Kxn + o(\),

Tyn = Xyn + o(l),

Tzn = ¡xz„ + o(l).

Here

and

in

the

following we generally use fn = g„ + o(\) as an abbreviation for ||/n — g„|| —»0.
Without loss of generality (i.e. by passing to subsequences if necessary) we
additionally may assume that the sequences of the mutual scalar products
{(xn>yn))>

{(yn> 0}>

{(*„> xn)} do converge.

For each n E N we apply the Gram-Schmidt

orthonormalization

process to the

vectors xn, yn, and zn. So let
- .
\
K
■= yn - (( v„, x„)x„,

"n
u„ ..= -—,

¿n '■= Zn - (Zn> Xn)Xn ~ (Z„> M„K>

»„ := jfñ

>

so that {x„, «„, vn] is an orthonormal system for each «EN.
It is easy to check that, by virtue of the distinctness of k, X, and p, there exist no
sequences {an}, {#,} in C such that either {y„ - a„xn} or {z„ - a„x„ - ß„y„]
converge to 0. Therefore {«„} and {t;„} cannot converge to 0, but they converge
because of the convergence of the scalar products. Hence there exist sequences

KM^MUinC

such that
Tun -

anXn + *"« + <>(l),

Tvn = KXn + C„U„ + ßVn + o( 1),

and from their special shape we see that they converge, too, say to a, b, c E C
respectively. Thus we have
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Tun = axn + Xun + o(\),

Tvn = bxH + cu„ + ¡wn + o(l).

Now let wn := kxn + lun + mvn and fix an arbitrary argument for m. We can take
this w„ also in the case (i), if we set \k\2 = |/|2 =\ and m = 0. Here un is to be
chosen as described before, and for vn we can take any vector. So we treat both
cases together now.

We have

Kii2 - |*p +1/|2 + H2 - i,
Twn = (kK + la + mb)xn + (IX +mc)un

+ m¡ivn + o(l).

With the aid of (3) it is easy to check
||7h>„||2 = 1 + |/a|2 + \mb\2 + \mc\2

+ 2Re(kK~Ia~+ kK~mb+ la~mb + lX~mc) + o(l),
(Twn, w„) = lak + mbk + mcl +o(l),
\\TwJ2 - \(Tw„, wn)\2 = 1 + |/a|2(l - \k\2) + |m7>|2(l - |*|2) + |mc|2(l - |/|2)

+ 2Re kA(l) + 2Re IB + o(l),
if we set
A(l) := k la + k mb — mcl2a —\m\2c bl,

B := a~mb(\ - \k\2) + Xwc.
Hence

||7W„||2- |(7W„,w„)|2 > 1 + 2Re kA(l) + 2Re IB + o(l).
We now specify the argumensts of k and /. If |/7i| > |A^4(/)| for all arguments of
/, we take arg / such that Re(/7J/|/|) = |7J|. If max,|^(/)|
> |/7J|, we take arg /

such that |A^4(/)| > \IB\ and arg k such that Re(kA(l)/\k\) = \A(l)\. In both cases
we have

RekA(l) + Re IB > 0.
Hence
\\Twn\\2-\(Tw„,wn)\2>

l+o(l)

or

línT||7w„||2-|(rwn,wn)|2>

1.

n—»oo

3. Example. The property Gx does not imply the property (1).
Proof. Let % be a two dimensional Hubert space with a fixed basis and let S be
the linear operator on % represented by (£ ¿). S is topologically nilpotent, so that

a(S) = {0}.
Let U be a bounded linear operator on a Hubert space % with the unit disc as
spectrum, a(U) = {z G C| \z\ < 1). For the orthogonal direct sum A © B of any
two bounded linear operators A, B on two Hubert spaces we have (Hildebrandt [2])
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\\A © B\\ = max{||^||,

||Ä||},

(A © B)~l = A~x © B~\

a(A © B) = o(A) u

a(fi). So, if we set T := S © tU for some t E R with t > 0, we have a(T) = {z E

C| |z| < t} and RT = r. Let x := (°) © 0. Then ||x|| = 1,7* = (¿) © 0, and ||7x||2
— \(Tx, x)\2 = 1. Hence T fails to have the property (1) for t < 1.
We now show that there exist t < 1 and £/ such that T is a G, operator. For this
sake let t/ additionally be a G, operator. (For instance each normal operator has
this property.) All we have to show is the existence of a t < 1 such that for all
X E C with |A| > t
•In

^ ,i/-_rr
'|| <
||(tI/-X/)-1

(S-A7)

r\-l„

(4)

since then

1

|(7'-\/)-|||-||(t£/-X/)-|||because

tU

is a G, operator

1

|X|-t

d(\o(T)Y

if C/ does. We compute

For

||(5 — XI)'

R(a) '■=(¿ 1) (a E C) it is easy to check that

+ kl2 ).

\R{a)\\-\{\a\+$

Since

1 l-X

-

<*-">~'-Âï(-o:
we therefore have

W
v^

«s-wr'i-jij

Ñ+V4H

|A|2

So in order to prove (4) we have to show

1
2|A|

1

|Xi+

|A|2

|A|

In case t > 1/8 this is equivalent to

t2 + |A| < 2|X|t + T,

and this is valid for j < t < 1. Hence T is a G, operator for such t and (7.

I would like to thank the referee, who found an error in the original computation

of ||*(a)||.
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